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Assra.ec"r

B(Ta)-0, 2.01(3)& e[es concordent chacung avec
la somme des rayons ionrques, 2.19 et 2.fi)4, resThe crystal structures of matrganotantalite and
pectivement. La somme des valences de liaison
ixiolite from the Tanco pegmatite, Bernic Lake,
(Pauling) qui aboutissent aux atomes d'oxyglne
Manitoba have been refined using MoKo radiation
O(l), O(2) et O(3) est peu pr6cise (2, lVz 2Yz u.v.,
and 3-dimensional 4-circle diffractometer data to
respectivement), mais lorsqu'on ti€nt compte de la
final R. values of 8.4Vo atd 8.97o respectiveb.
distorsion des longueurs dans l'octaBdre (celui de B
Tantalite:orthorbonhie Pbcn, a |4.4L3(3),, 5.760(I),
en particulier) en consid6rant la valence de liaison
c 5.0s4(1)4, Z-4\ABrosl-4[(Mne.r7Tin.62Fe!+q.s1 comme inversement proportionnelle I la 5" puisSne.6)(fa6.sNbo."")rOul. The structure of Stur- sance de la
distance cation-oxygdne (Pyatenko 1973),
divant (1930) is confirmed. The mean octahedral
les atomes d'oxygdne regoivent 2.04, 1.99 et 1.97
l(MnlO
distance is 2.18(4) and BCIa)-O is u.v., respectivement.
2.01(3)A, both in close agreement with the releL'ixiolite est orthorhombique Pbcn, a 4.785(2)
va[t radii sums, 2,19 and 2.00A respectively. Paul(-%a^".),
b 5.758(2), c 5.160(2)A, Z- \(lao.s
ing bond strengths to tle three oxygens O(1), O(2)
Mn6.s6Nb6.22Tis.esSns.6s5Fe2+e.oor)Or].
Sa structure est
and O(3) are very poor (2, lVz, 2ty'z v.u.)" but
celle d'une tantalite i cations d6sordonn6s avec tous
when account is taken of the distance-distortion of
les m6taux dans une m€me position sp$ciale 4M
the octahedra (especially B) by distributing the
et tout l'oxygdne en position g6n6rale 80. La strucbond strengths inversely as the 5th power of the
ture est du type c-PbO2. Crrtains 6l6ments de sycation-oxygen distance (Pyatenko 1973), the three
m6trie de lixiolite correspondent, dans la tantalite,
oxygens receive 2.04, t.99 arid 1.97 v.u. reE ectively. ir des 6l6ments de sym6trie vraie; d'autres, i des
Ixiolite
is orthorhombic Pbcn, a 4.785(2) 6l6ments de pseudo-sym6trie. La longueur moyeDne
(-Vsat^".), b 5.758(2), c 5.160(2)A, Z-41(Ta6.oo des liaisons M-O, 2.06(4)4. concorde avec la somMn6.s6Nb62Jio.orSno.oo6Fen+o.ooJOrl.
Th€ structure is me 2.O4it du rayon ionique de l'oxygine et de la
that of a cation-disordered tantalite with all metals
moyenne pond6r& des rayons cationiques.
in one special site 4M and all oxygens in one gen(Traduit par la R€daction)
eral site 80. The structure type is c-PbO:. Some
symmetry elements correspond to true, and others
DnotcetroN
to pseudo-symmetry elements in tantalite. The
mean octahedral M-O distance is 2.06(4)4, in close
It is a pleasure to include this pair of papers
agreement with the sum oJ the oxygen and weigbted
on the structures of three tantalum oxide minmean cation radii (2.044).
erals in the number of The Canadian Mineralogist dedicated to our colleague and friend,
SoMMA.RB
Leonard G. Berry, whose advice regarding certain aspects of this work we gratefully acknowlLes structures cristallines de la manganotantalite
edge.
et de l'ixiolite ont 6t6 affin6es, sur sp6cimens provenant de la pegmatite de Tanco, Bernic Lake, Manitoba, i l'aide de donn6es tridimensionnelles obteINrnopucttoN
nues au rayonnement MoKo sur diffractomdtre i
quatre cercles, jusqu'au r6sidu pond6r6 final R. de
Tantalite,
ixiolite
and wodginite
are three
8,4Vo eJ 8.97o respectivement. La tantalite est orclosely related orthorhombic
or pseudo-orthotlorhombique Pbcn, a 14.413(3), b 5.760(7), c 5.
rhombic tantalum oxide minerals, all of which
084( 1)A, Z* 4[A B 20;-4[(Mno.sTTio.oiFer*o.orSno.oor)
occur in the Tanco pegmatite at Bernic Lake,
Cfao.ual.Ibo.r")2Oul.La structure 6tablie par Sturdiprototype tantalite (columbite)'
vant (1930) est confirm6e. La longueur moyenne des Manitoba. The
has
the
ideal
formula
FeTa:Ou(FeNbrOu); the
Iiaisons l(Mn)-O
est 2.18(4) et ceUe des liaisons
general formula may be written as ,4BrOs where
l=@ez+,Mn)
and B=(Ia,Nb)
with other ele*Present address: Mineral SciencesDivision, Na- ments, particularly
Sn and Ti, substituting in
tional Museum of Natural Sciences,Ottawa, On- A and/or B. Upon heating, some ixiolites give
tario, KIA 0M8.
the X-ray powder pattern of olovotantalite
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(Nickel et al. l963a,b) or wodginite (Khvostova
& Maximova 1969) whereas others give the pattern of columbite-tantalite (Nickel et al. I963b).
The latter authors suggested that only the firrt
be regarded as true ixiolites, and they tentatively
'pseudo-ixiolite' for the secouggestedthe name
ond. There appears to be distinct chemical differences between these two types, with ixiolite/
olovotantalite/wodginite generally s6ataining
more Fe8+/Sn4+/Ti4+ than'pseudo-ixiolite'/
columbite-tantalite (Nickel et al. I963bi Cernf,
pers. comm.). On the basis of cell dimensions,
'pseudoNickel et al, (1963a.b) proposed that
ixiolite' is a cation-disordered columbite-tantalite with the general formula (A,B)zOa,or more
simply (A,B)O,, and that wodginite is a monoclinic pseudo-orthorhombic derivative of columbite-tantalite with the same simplest general
formula as pseudo-ixiolite, (/4,8)Or. Gtiee et aI.
(1972) have described the detailed chemistry
'pseudoand crystal geometry of tantalite,
ixiolite' and wodginite from the Tanco pegmatite, confirming the proposals of Nickel er al.
(1963a,b). As 'pseudo-ixiolite' has never been
approved as a valid speciesby the IMA Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names,
we use the name ixiolite throughout the rest of
this paper.
Becausedifferent settings have been variously used for tle cells of these minerals by different authors, Table 1 (modified from Grice er al.
1972) summarizes this information. A background to the present work is provided by the
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF TANTALITE

IXIOUTE

-WODGINITE
TANTALITE

Frc. 1. Relative unit cells of ixiolite (ar,bvc), tatta'
lite and wodginite.

following points that may be made from Table
1 and Figure 1:
(1) the setting used for tantalite in the
present study is that used by Strunz & Tennyson (1970) ind Grice et al. (L972); this differs
from the setting used by Sturdivant (1930) and
Nickel et al. (1963a);
((2) the true cell of tantalite llss a - L4'4,
6 -5,8, c -5.1A and a cell content of
ABaO"n, but there exists a fairly distinct subcell
bt=b, C=c q4d a--ce!l
with d n4.g[-a/3,
content o1 r73(ABaOaa).Although this ceII $
never used to describe tantalite, it is important
as it correspondsto the true cell of ixiolite;
(3) Nickel et al. 0963b\ and Gice et al'
(1972) respectively showed that ixiolite has a
cell whose b allLde dimensions correspond to
those of columbite-tantalite but whose a -4.8A
n7/t a of tantalite;
(4) Sturdivant (1930) showed that in tle
xThe tantalite/columbite
structure
cation-ordered
structure of columbite-tantalite, the 4A cations
may be regarded as the prototype of these three
are in one site and the 88 cations in another
minerals because it was the first to bo solved
(Sturdivant 1930); however, from a structural viewso that it is a cation-ordered structure;
point, the cation-disordered structure of ixiolite
(5) Nickel et al. (I963b) showed that in the
with the smaller cell and the same structure as
ixiolile cell, there is only one site
smaller
a-Pbor (see for example Wyckoff 1963, p. 259)
for all the sations; hence this minepl,
available
prototype.
the
as
should be regarded
'I.
ANDI{ODGINITE
FORIXIOLTIE' COIUItsITE/TNTALTTE'
SETTINGS
TABLE CRISTALLOGRAPH1C
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with cell contents (A,B)IO" must have a cationdisordered structure. Such a structure is the
same as a-PbO: (Wyckoff 1963, p. 259);
(6) the cells of both tantalite and wodginite
can be regarded as (different) supercells of
ixiolite which may thus be taken as the prototype structure of ttrese three minerals.
In order to completely characterize the interrelationship of tantalite and ixiolite, and of
both to the closely related wodginite, the crystal structures of all three minerals have been
refined. The results for tantalite and ixiolite are
presented here, and for wodginite in Part II of
these papers.
PREvrous WoRK
The crystal structure of columbite was solved
by Sturdivant (1930), and the similarity of the
powder patterns of columbite and tantalite suggested that they are isostructural. Ilowever,
there has been no complete modern refinement
of either structure although we rmderstand that
E. E. Foord of Staqford University (private
communication to P. Cernf, 1975) has recently
refined a columbite structure. In addition, there
has been no single-crystal structure study of
ixiolite; however, Nickel et al. (1963b) proposed
a structure for ixiolite based on that of columbite, and they confirmed it by the calculation of
intensities on. powder photographs.
The specimensof the three minerals selected
for the present study are from the Li-Cs-Be
Tanco pegmatite at Bernic Lake, Manitoba,
where, together with microlite, they constitute
the Ta-bearing ore minerals. The petrologic
setting and mineralogy of the pegmatite are
describedin detail elsewhere(Can. Mineral. 11,
Pt. 3, 1972).
E,)(PERIMENTAL

The specimens chosen for the structure
analyseswere those consideredmost suitable on
the basis of their crystal perfection, composition
and presumed ordering or disordering of the
cations. The specimens are described by Grice
et al, (L972) from which the chemistry, space
group and other characteristics have been taken
and reproduced, along with some of the present
results, in Tables 2 and 4. The composition for
tantalite given in Table 2 is slightly different
from tlat given in Grice (1973) in that the
total of (Mn*Ti+Fe*Sn)
has been normalized
to 4.00 to satisfy requirements of the structure.
The groupings of the sations in the chemical
formulae in both tables express the cation distributions deduced from the structure analvses
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as explained below. The cell dimensions given
in these tables differ slightly from those given
previously because the latter are from refined
powder data for a relatively large amount of
material whereas the former are from singlecrystal diffractometer measurements on the
actual crystal analyzed. It can be seen from the
composition given in Table 2 that the tantalite
is Mn-rich and Fe-poor and hence it is strictly
a manganotantalite; however, for brevity it
will be referred to in this paper as "tantalite",
TANTALITE

Nickel et al. (1963b) showed that heating
seemsto enhance the cation ordering in columbites. Although precession photographs indicated that the sample chosen for the structure
refinement (G69-58, Gice et al. 1972) was
fairly ordered, an attempt was made to increase
this ordering by heating. Crystals were heated
at 1000'C for 16 hours at F(Or)=l0-'n atmospheres;the intensification of certain critical
reflections after heating suggestedthat cation
ordering had increased.Ground spheres of this
heated specimen were found to give unsatisfactory reflections because the grinding developed incipient parting planes, and thus a
heated blocky polyhedral fragment O.33X0.22X
0.17mm was used for the collection of the intensity data. The crystal was mounted for rotation about a reciprocal axis normal to a cleavage
plane, this axis subsequently proving to be
[310]*, and the bounding planes were assigned
Miller indices for subsequentabsorption corrections.
Intensities were collected using Mo/Zr radiation on a Picker FACS 1 diffractometer in the
Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Alberta.
Cell dimensions derived from the diffractometer
measurementsare given in Table 2. A total of
615 reflections was collected over one octanr
of reciprocal space out to 21(MoKo) 60o assuming no space-group extinctions. A few reflections were obseryed that violated tle spacegroup extinctions for Pbcn; these were assumed
to be due to the Renninger effect although
Khvostova & Maximova (1969) and Sidorenko
et al. (197I) report that the powder patterns
of some columbite-tantalites and ixiolites show
a few reflections that violate the space-group
extinctions for Pbcn (in the present setting). As
it is impossible to observe Renninger effects in
a powder pattern, these reflections cannot be
thus explained. However, our structure appears
to refine fairly satisfactorily n Pbcn and we
can offer no explanation for the results of the
Russian authors.
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factor of the O(2) oxygen was considerably
higher (3.984') than for O(1) and O(3), (0.53
and 0.r$4A1. The detailed progress of the refinement and a description of how these problems were handled are given by Grice (1973)"
Various attempts were made to resolve the
problems, but it proved to be impossible to do
io satisfactorily. We feel that most or all of
them arose from the very high absorption of
this crystal (p=390cm{) together with the problem of accurately measuring the dimensions of
the crystal.
An attempt was made during the analysis
{o refine on a cation distribution which assumed
an interchange of some Mn2* and Nbt* between
the ,4 and B sites for which an argument can
be made on the basis of bond strengths (Grice
1973; Grice & Ferguson 1974). However' this
resulted in no significiant improvement in tle
R-factor, and we now reject this model.
After exploring various structural possibilities,
including both isotropic and anisotropic temperature factors for both cations and oxygens,
we concluded that the most realistic model is
one with the u{ site occupied by all the Mn plus
the minor amounts of Ti,Fe and Sn, and the
B site by all the Ta and Nb (seeTable 2), with
anisotropic temperature factors for the cations
and isotropic temperature factors for the anions.
For this model, R:9.8Vo and R*=8,4Vo (lable
2), and accordingly it was adopted as the best
model for this tantalite*. Table 2 gives the final
atomic parameters for this model together with
the positional parameters of columbite (Sturdivant 1930) for comparison.
Interatomic distances and angles calculated
with the program DISAGL (Larson I97I) are
listed in Table 3. Projections of the structures
are given in Figure La,b.

Absorption corrections for polyhedral crystal shape were performed using the program
GONO9 (written by the late W. C. Hamilton
of Brookhaven National Laboratory); Data reduction was performed with DATAP5 (program
from the Weizmann Institute, Israel). Of the
615 reflections measured, 6QZ were considered
as observed, the criterion for an observed reflection being that its magnitude exceededthree
standard deviations based on counting statistics.
The cell of tantalite has the content AcBaOu
where. for this tantalite, zt[=Mn,Ti,Fe,Sn and
The initial positional parameters
B:Ta,Nb.
IxIoLrIE
were taken from Sturdivant (1930); the ,4 site
The ixiolite selected for the structure analysis
was initially assumedto be pure Mne+ and the
B $ite to be (s/aTa + % Nb) to which the com' (G69-55, Gice et aL 1972) was chosen because
of its chemical similarity to tantalites from the
position approximates. Scattering factors for
fully ionized atoms (except Ta where only the same deposit, and because precession photographs showed none of the supercell reflections
neutral atom values are given) were taken from
Cromer & Mann (1968). Structure refinement characteristic of a transition from cation-dis'
was carried out using the programs of Larson ordered ixiolite to cation-ordered tantalite
(Grice 1970).
(r97D.
As with ttre tantalite specimen, ground spheres
During the refinement, a number of problems arose: (1) anomalies on the po-pc map of this ixiolite gave poor X-ray reflections, and
which suggested a "splitting" of the Ta-site
atom; (2) the F" values for certain groups of reflections, mainly of the type 0Ol, |kI and 3ll'
*Complete set of structure factor tables is available,
agreed poorly with the F" values; (3) the at a nominal charge, from the Depository of Un'
weighted R was considerably higher than the published Data, CISfi, National Research Council
unweighted; and (4) the isotropic temperature of Caoada, Ottawa, Canada, KIA 0S2.
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so a polyhedralfragment (0.15X0.20X0.20mm)
was again chosen in this case, and its bounding
planes identified for computing absorption
corrections. This fragment was mounted for
rotation normal to the largest cleavage plane,
the rotation axis subsequently proving in this
case to be [100]*. Data collection was carried
out using Mo/Zr radiation on the Picker FACS
I diffractometer in the Department of Geology,
University of Toronto. The cell dimensions
derived from the FACS I measurements are
given in Table 4, and they are preflrmed to
have standard deviations of -0.002A. The slisht
differences in these cell rlimensions from th5se
given for the same specimen (unheated) by
Grice et al. (L972) are presumably due, as in
the case of tantalite, to the different material
(single-crystal versus powder) used for tle two
determinations.
Initially the intensities of a number of reflections possible for the larger direct cell of
tantalite but forbidden for the smaller cell of
ixiolite were meariured. These proyed to be of

negligible intensity, and so we concluded that
this crystal closely approximates the small cell
characteristic of cation-disordered ixiolite. The
space group deduced by Nickel et al, (I963b),
Pbm, was confirmed. A complete data collection out to ZAMoKd 5Oo was then carried
out in the two octants hkl andfrkl of reciprocal
space. As with tantalite, the absorption corrections were severe with p=390cm-1. Equivalent
relative F"'s for the two octants were averaged,
and weighted on the basis of the magnitudes ot
the F"'s and the agreement of the F.'s between
the two octant$, resulting in 126 unique observed reflections.
As indicated in point (5) of the Introduction,
Nickel a al. (L963b) concluded that, on the
basis of X-ray diffraction data and composition,
ixiolite must have a structure that is essentially
that of a cation-disordered columbite-tantalite.
Grice et al. (1,972) showed that the material
referred to as 'pseudo-ixiolite' has the same
space group and approximately the same cell
dimensions as ixiolite. Nickel et al. (1963b) then
showed that, with cell contents of (,4,8)eOs and
A+B"Oza,for ixiolite and tantalite respectively,
the equivalent positions in their common space
group Pbm (in our setting) (Tables 2 and 4)
are such that one 4-fold cation site in ixiolite
must be equivalent to the one 4-fold plus one
8-fold cation site in tantalite (with tlree times
the volume), and that one 8-fold oxygen site
in ixiolite must be equivalent to the three different 8-fold oxygen sites in tantalite. On this
basis they proposed a structure for ixiolite in
which the parameters of the one cation and of
the one oxygen are the averages of the parametels of the different corresponding cations
and oxygens, of ftre columbite structure. Powder-pattern intensities that they calculated for
this ixiofite strusture are in good qualitative
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Frc. 2. Projections of the structures of tantalite and
Prototype atoms
Tantalite.
ixiolite along e. 2(a):

(c)

are labelled ,4(=Mn), B=Cfa,Nb), O(1)' O(2),
O(3). Shown are some chains of staggered l-O
and B-O octahedra parallel to z se€n end-on
Shared octahedral edges and shared oxygens are
distineuished in the upper part of the polyhedral
representation. 2(b): Enlargement of the upper
part of 2(a) sbowing the octahedral A'O alrd
B-O distances (A) in tantalite. Oxygen tylns des.
ignated as in Table 3. 2(c): Ixiolite. ProtofiE
single cation labelled M and single oxygen labelled (a); other oxygens desienated as in Table
5. One-half of tle octahe&al M-O distances are
shown, the other equivalent ones being related
by the 2-fold axis at 0J,/a. The staggered octahedral chains are analogous to those io tantalite
although in ixiolite all chains are alike.
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agreement with the observed intensities. Following Nickel et al. (1963b), the cation was
placed at 0,0.32, /+; the scattering curve used
was that of neutral Ta (Cromer & Mann 1968)
modified by a fixed occupancy factor (0.380
to take account of tle other cations occupying
this site (see Table 4). Difference Fourier s1mtheses following three cycles of least-squares
refinement located the positions of all oxygens.
Least-squares refinement of all variables with
anisotropic temperature factors for the cation
and isotropic temperature factors for the anion
resulted in convergenceat R=14.OVo and R.=
8.9Vo. Ftnal atomic parameters are given in
Table 4, the interatomic distances and angles in
Table 5, and a projection of the structure in
Figure lc.
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Mn(z{) or Ta(B) cations in the centres of the
octahedra, and with one layer of Mn(24) chains
followed by two layen of Ta(8) chains. In any
one chain, one octahedron shares one edge with
the octahedron above it and one vrith the octahedron below it along e, and any one chain is
linked to its neighboring parallel chains through
certain octahedral corners (oxygens) (Fig. 2a).
This octahedral linking is such that each oxygen
is coordinated by three cations.
From Figure 2b and Table 3 one can see that
the mean octahedral ./-O distance is 2.18(2)A
witl variations from 2.16(4) to 2.20(4)i+ and
the mean octahedral B-O distance is 2.01(1)A
with variations from 1.81(4) to 2.23(3)A. The
O-O distances around A and B vary from
2.76Q) to 3.47(6)A and from 2.54(4) to
2.98(tA respectively, with mean values of
3.06(2) and 2.80(1)A. The mean cation-oxygen
distances agree well with the sums of the radii
of the particular ions as given by Shannon &
Prewitt (1969, L970)' vrMn2+ - rrro2' - 0.83+
1.36=2,1,94 and u(Ta,Nb)s+ - rrO?- - 0.64+
L.36=2.004, compared, with observed values
of 2.18(4)A and 2.01(3)A respectively.
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Certain individual distances of both the A-O
and B-O octahedra differ significantly from their
mean values, and provide a mea$ure of the distortion of the structure from ideal hexagonal
closest packing of the oxygens with an ideal
occupancy of certain octahedral interstices by
cations. Another measuxe of the distortion is
the departure of certain interbond angles from
the ideal. One can see from Table 3 that certain
O-A-O and Q-B-O angles depart by as much
as 16" and 14o respectivelyfrom the ideal value
of 90o.

Structural features. In his original derivation of
the columbite structure, Sturdivant (1930) described tle structural principles of this mine1al,
and these may be seen from a consideration of
the projection of the structure along z shown
in Figure 2a. The oxygen anions are in pseudohexagonal closest packing parallel to (100), and
the metal cations ocsupy one-half of the available (pseudo-) octahedral interstices. In the
idealized structure ]il..[!Ta|O6(ABOg), the two
different cations Mn and Ta are ordered into
different octahedral sites (,{ and B respectively)
in the required ratio of 1.22so that they also
occur in layers parallel to (100) with layers of
Mn(l) cations at lc=O and Vz, and of Ta(B)
cations at x-l/6,
2/6, 4/6 arrd 5/6. In terms
of the linking of cation-oxygen octahedrq tle
structure can be regarded as chains of staggered
octahedra running parallel to z with any one
chain containing, in the ideal structure, only

Figure 2(a,b) and Table 3 show that the
shared edges of the A-O octahedron are the
equivalent pair O(2)i-OQ)m and OQ)b-OQ)i
with an O-O distance of 2.89(7)A and an O-A-O
angle of 83(1)". The Table shows that both of
these are among the smallest for the A-O octahedron so it may be said that this octahedron
conforms fairly well to Pauling's third rule
regarding the linking of coordination polyhedra
which says that shared edges be shorter than
unshared because of cation-cation repulsion.
Similarly for the B-O octahedron, the shared
edges are the equivalent O(1)c-O(3)l and
O(l)d-O(3)e with an OO distance of.2.Sa@)A
and an O-B-O nngls 6f 76(I)". Table 3 shows
that these are the smallest respective values for
the B-O octahedron so that it also conforms to
Pauling's third rule. This better agreement for
the B site is to be expected because the z4 site
contains mostly divalent cations (Mn"*) where-
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TABLE6. BONDS'IRENGTHS
II{ IHE TANTATITESITUCIURE

mthod of evaluatlon
catlon ,(!ln)
GSUlEd Charge
assmd A-0 exponent
cation t(Ta)
asstnFd charge
ass!@edB-0 exponent

- anlon
IIIo(t

catlon
lln
Ta

)

Mn

IIIo(e)

Ta
Ta

rrro(:)

Ta'

See Flg. 2(a,b) and Table 3.
Paullnq (1929)

All bondstrengths in valence unlts (v.u.).

Femson (1974)

'|

5+
or
anlon-catlon
dlstance

2 .r B ( 3 ) A
2
' r..0942((33))
2.20(41
2 .l 6 ( 4 )
(4)
1.81
2.23(3)
2.08(3)
r.9u(JJ

lss
3:.g4

tat'

v3

516
5/6
1/Z
t12
516
516
516
516

0.333
0.820
0.867
0.330
0.336
0.921
0.7&
0.802
0.u2

0

1 1/2

2 1t2

r/2
I

l^l'l"i
rl^l'(iri28)

iifft:ti:

4

4.040

l0
2

I 0.392
1.608

'l 112
7112
t3
'I
4

4.040
1.5S8
't7.176
2.804
0.804
2.4"12

:"li'l:r"'fifr1?"9'ilrTtiit?:i:to'

s

5+
lt s

Ir l't

2.020(36)

0.020

1.588(39)

0.412

2.392(43'l

0.392

0.333
0.736
0.975
0.318
€.349
1.319
0.466
0.660
0.&44

z
2.044(4931

o.552

!11
0.044

r.e86(358) 0.014
r.970(667) 0.030

0.824

Iotal bond strengths (v.u.) to octahedral grcups of 6 oxygens.
Paullnq (1960)
Ferquson(1974)

4 r 0(z)
'ir
l a|
Around
t(Ta)
---------zT
0(l)
I r 0(2)
3 x 0(3)

2+
5*

I

:I^I
lEthod
Arcund A(lih)
2 x 0(l)

Pyatenko (1973)

2+

2+

0.C88

Pvltenko (1973)
4.088
7,944
12,O32
0,032
4.088
t .986
q otn

I1.984
0 , 0 61
0.064

*Pvatenko
(1e73)glvesnoexponent
for ftln:wehave6ssmdthe valueof 5'

as B contains only pentavalent (Tau*, Nbo*)
cations.
Bond strengtfts. From Figure 2a and Table 6,
it can be seen that each of the tbree oxygens is
coordinated by three cations, O(1) by Mn,Ta
and Ta', O(2) by Mn,Mn' and Ta, and O(3) by
Ta,Ta! and Ta/'. In his original analysis of the
columbite structure, Sturdivant (1930) noted
that this structure shows a large deviation from
ideal of the "electrostatic valences" (bond
strengths) to the oxygens when evaluated according to the 2nd rule of Pauling (1929), regarding coordination polyhedra in ionic structures. Such Pauling bond strengths are nondistance-dependent, and are often referred to as
formal bond strengths. These are shown for
tantalite (columbite) in Table 6 under "Pauling
(1929)" where it may be seen tlat these bond
strengthsto O(1),O(2), and O(3) are respectively
2, lVz and 2/z v.a., resulting in IlAl = L v.u.
and indicating a very large imbalance. However,
Sturdivant (1930) also suggested that the strong
distortion of the octahedral oxygens axound
"Cb" was such as to compensate for this imbalance if the bond strength distribution were
distance-dependent.
Since Pauling's paper of L929, various authors
have suggesteddifferent ways of evaluating bond
strengths such that, in a distorted cation-anion

polyhedron, the anions closer than the mean
to the cation would reseive gleater than the
formal bond strengths, and those further tlan
the mean would receive less than the formal
values. Among such procedures described recently are those by Brown & Shannon (1973),
Pyatenko (1973) and Ferguson (1974). It is
not possible to apply the fairly widely used
bond-strength-bond-length curves of Brown &
Shannon (1973) to the tantalite structure because they do not include (fa,Nb)O. The meth'
od of Pyatenko (1973) and that indepeudently
derived by Ferguson (1974) arc similnl in that
they both assume ideal charges on the cations
and they both distribute the bond strengths from
the cations to the anions in emounts that are
inversely proportional to some function of tle
cation-anion distance. In the method of Ferguson, this function is simply the distance itself,
that is, an exponent of 1 (although Gait et al.
1970) had earlier applied the method to the
structure of low albite using an exponent of 2).
'Ferguson
Table 6 shows undet the heading
(1974)' the bond strengths to the tlree oxygeilt
using an exponent of 1 for both octahedra, and
calculated using the computer program VLBDDB
described by Ferguson (1974) as modified by
Hawthorne & Ferguson (1975). One can see
that modifying the bond strength distribution
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in this way does appreciably improve ttre bond stable structure, and now the satisfactory bond
strengths to the two oxygens, OQ) and O(3) strengths to the tlree oxygens wheq evaluated
whose formal bond strengths are seriously un- using the cation-oxygen exponents of Pyatenko
balanced. This im.Frovement is reflected in the (re73).
drop of XlAl from L to o.824 v.u. These reIn our final assessmentof the bond strengths
sults, still very unsatisfactory, suggest that lf
in tantalite we have summed them for octahethe exponent were increased, the distribution
dral groups of six oxygens Cfable 6) in the
would improve further. Fyatenko (1973) used manner just described using the three different
much larger exponentials, and on the basis of methods. The mean A values per oxygen calevaluating the bond strengths in more than 20 culated this way are less than the means of the
structures, he derived exponentials applicable A values of the oxygens taken individua[y for
for different metals in metal-oxygen structures: each of tle three methods and particularly for
2.5 fot Na,K; 6 for ryAl,Si, etc., and in parti- the Pyatenko method. Ilowever, the precision
cular 5 for Fe,Nb and Ta. In Table 6 under of the bond lengths and hence of the bond
the heading "Pyatenko (L973)" are given the strengths is too low in this case to suggest
bond strengths for an exponent of 5 for both whether the assessmentof the bond strengths
cations, also evaluated using the modified com- of the oxygens as individuals or as octahedral
puter program VLBDDB. It may be seen that groups appearsto be the more valid procedure.
this large exponent gives rise to nearly ideal
bond strengths to O(2) and O(3), 1.986 and
DrscussroN: I>cor,rrs
1.970 v.u., as well as to O(1), 2.O44v.u., the
If one considers the ixiolite structure in
IIAI value being only 0.088 v.u. The very large
(rather than vice
standard deviations in the bond strengths evalu- terms of the tantalite structure
ated in this way and given in the Table, arise versa) which corresponds to the sequence of
from the large exponent combined with the our analyses, then as indicated earlisr (Intromethod of evaluating the standard deviations. duction, points (5) and (6), and Tables 2 an;d4),
It is difficult to know what significance, if any, the ixiolite strusture can be regarded as a subshould be attached to such large standard devia- structure of the tantalite structure (Nickel ef a/.
tions. Neglecting them, it may be said that the L963b), It follows that the ixiolite structure
Pyatenko procedure using the large exponent (Fig. 2c) is characterized by the same closeof 5 for both sets of cation-oxygendistancesap- packing of oxygens and linkages of the cationpears to be a satisfactory one for evaluating anion octahedra as occur in the tantalite structure. With all cations in one site and all oxythe bond strengths in the tantalite structure.
gens equivalent, the ixiolite structure has symIn attempting to account for the very poor metry elements in certain positions that are
formal bond strengths to the oxygens in tan- only pseudo-syrnmetry elements in tantalite (cf.
talite, Grice (1973) and Grice & Ferguson Fig. lc with Fig. la). The mean cation-oxygen
(1974), without knowledge of Pyatenko's proce- distance within
the one cation-oxygen octadure, proposed a partly-ordered structure for hedron in ixiolite is 2.06(2)A
Clable 5), and
tlis tantalite, (Mn2+z.erNb6+r.ee)(Ta8+s.uNb8+r.zo
this agrees well with the weighted mean for
Mn'+r.oe)Oa:awhich, because of strong absorp- both of the octahedra in tantalite
Clable 3),
tion problems, could not be distinguished struc- 2.O7(DA and with the sum of the weighted
turally irom the ideal ordered structure, and cation and the oxygen radii of Shannon &
which gave for an exponent of 1 ideal bond Prewitt (1969, L97O),2.044.
strengths (12 v.u.) to each of the two octahedral
The mean of the octahedral O-O dhtances
groups of oxygens (but not to the individual
in ixiolite is 2.90(OA Clable 5), and this agrees
oxygens). This model is based on the assump- with the weighted mean of the two groups of
tion that differently-charged cations in a cationoctahedral distances in tantalite (Iable 3),
disordered structure tend to order themselves, 2.8e(4)4.
given the right conditions, in order to improve
The shared octahedral edges in ixiolite are,
the bond strengths to the oxygens, and such an of course, those corresponding to the shared
ordering would affect the oxygens as polyhedral
edges in tantalite, namely the equivalent pair
groups and not just as individuals. However, joining Oc-Ol and Od-Oe (Fig. 2c and Table 5).
\pe now reject this cation-partly-ordered model These O-O pafus have a bond length of
becauseof the good agreement described earlier 2.69(8)A and an O-M-O angle of 80(2)', the
between the two mean cation-oxygen distances former the shortest and the latter the second
and the radius sums. 1trs unlikelihood of two smallest of their octahedral gxoups, and so
such differently-sized and differently-charged
ixiolite, like tantalite, conforms well to the
cations being partly disordered to produce a Pauling third rule.
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Regarding bond strengths in ixiolite, for oneanion strustures such as this, it follows that,
provided the chemical formula is electrostatically
balanced, the single anion must receive a total
bond strength from the cation(s) tlat exactly
equals its negative valence when the calculation
is done by the simple non-distancedependgnt
Pauling method. The same condition holds for
distance-dependent methods such as those of
Pyatenko (1973) and Ferguson (1974) which
as$ume ideal charges on the cations, and so a
bond strengfh evaluation for ixiolite by any of
these methods is meaningless.
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